Resident Artist Program

ORGANIZATION: Window On a Wider World

PROGRAM # 106

PROGRAM NAME: Resident Artist Program

CONTACT: Bonnie Kellogg

EMAIL: bonnie.kellogg@windowonawiderworld.org

BOOKING # (806) 342-5600

PROGRAM TYPE: On Campus

GRADES: 3rd grade ONLY

PROGRAM LOCATION: On Campus

STUDENT FEE: 0 = WOWW Schools

TEACHERS = 0.

ATTENDANCE MIN/MAX: None

SPECIFIC AVAILABILITY: January 28th, 2019-February 8th, 2019

BOOKING DEADLINE: September 30, 2018

PROGRAM DURATION: 1-2 Hours

ARTIST/GROUP: Rachel Flores or other artist from Amarillo Art Institute

OTHER INFO: Drawings will be focused on the 3rd grade curriculum of the Founding Fathers.

DESCRIPTION: Students will participate in an interactive drawing/history lesson focused on the Founding Fathers and their impact on the development of the United States. The artist/instructor will create a drawing tied to the lesson and lead students through the steps to create the drawing together.

OBJECTIVES: Students will experience an authentic visual artist in action, become familiar with art mediums and connect the curriculum to drawing.

NOTE: Drawings will be limited to the 3rd grade curriculum.

PRESENTATION FORMAT: Lecture, Hands-on, Visual Arts

CORE CURRICULUM TIES: Language Arts, Art, Mathematics, Reading

TEKS: Art: 3b.2, 3b.3b Social Studies 3a.2, 3a.5, 3a.7, 3b.ab, 3b.1c, 3b.3c, 3b.10a